Press release
Warsaw, 27th May 2015
Half of PRIME Corporate Center with glazed façade
Intensive glazed façade installation works are under way at construction site of PRIME
Corporate Center, which is under development at Grzybowska 78 in Warsaw. In the
end of May, the distinctive glass panes reached the height of 11th floor of the building.
The façade installation is scheduled for completion in the middle of October this year.
The floor-to-ceiling windows assembled on the PRIME Corporate Center’s facade –
manufactured in a Częstochowa-based glassworks of Guardian – will provide an excellent
daylight access to the interiors, at the same time maintaining high energy-efficiency of the
building.
Busy with façade installation works are approx. 45 people on-site, who have already
completed fitting over 9 kilometers of aluminum façade profiles in just three months. These
profiles have been individually designed and manufactured by Aluprof. Workers installed
1 300 double glazed windows – amounting to a total weight of over 190 tonnes – into such
profiles. One building's storey is surrounded by between 132 and 173 glass panes. The
heaviest facade panels weight even 250 kilograms.
Mounted alongside the façade panel installation are the LED lighting elements that will
illuminate the building’s glazed walls.
Simultaneously, works on erecting top storeys of PRIME Corporate Center's tower are
nearing completion. The contractor is also preparing the finishing of the office space and
common areas inside the building. The installation of marble lining in the reception lobby,
made of natural Volakas stone from Greece, is scheduled to begin in July.
PRIME Corporate Centre will be put to use in the first quarter of 2016 and employees of
Raiffeisen Polbank will move into bank's new headquarters in the 1st half of 2016.
The building was designed by the architects of Solomon Cordwell Buenz from Chicago in
local cooperation with architecture firm Epstein. The investment is being delivered in line with
BREEAM „Very good” ecological certificate standards.
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Golub GetHouse (GGH) is a real estate, investment and development company with over
50 years' experience in real estate investment and development in the United States and
Europe. Golub GetHouse has been present on the Polish market for over 25 years. It has
expertise in real estate development, construction, finance, marketing and management of
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commercial and residential property. In Warsaw, Golub GetHouse has so far developed such
office buildings as: Warsaw Financial Center, International Business Center and Warsaw
Corporate Center. Currently Golub GetHouse is delivering PRIME Corporate Center and in
cooperation with Mennica Polska is to develop the Mennica Legacy Tower – a 130-meter
tower and an adjacent building, which will be located on the junction of Prosta and Żelazna
streets. One of the largest and most awaited skyscrapers in Warsaw, Mennica Legacy Tower
will provide almost 65,000 sqm of state-of-the-art office space.
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